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Abstract
This paper presents a control architecture that simultaneously utilizes active front steering (AFS) and differential braking
for vehicle lateral stability while minimizing longitudinal perturbations. This control scheme is based on the model
predictive control (MPC) using the extended bicycle model that captures the lagged characteristics of tire forces and
actuators. The nonlinearities of tire force are also reflected on the extended bicycle model by linearizing the tire forces
at the operating points. Instead of casting the MPC problem into a quadratic program with constraints that require
numerical solvers, the proposed method is designed to follow the reference states with desired inputs since the solutions
of MPC problems with affine models to track desired states can be easily obtained by matrix inversion. Simulation
results, obtained by the vehicle dynamics software CarSim, demonstrate that the suggested method is able to control
the vehicle to track the desired path while keeping the vehicle lateral stability on various road surfaces.
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Nomenclature

β Vehicle side slip angle

δ f Average front steer angle

μ Tire-road friction coefficient

Cα Tire lateral stiffness parameter

Cf Lumped cornering stiffness of front tires

Cr Lumped cornering stiffness of rear tires

Cx Tire longitudinal stiffness parameter

Fx Tire longitudinal force

Fz Tire normal force

Fy f Front axle lateral tire force

Fyr Rear axle lateral tire force

Iz Vehicle yaw moment of inertia

l f CG-front axle distance

lr CG-rear axle distance

m Vehicle mass

Mz Corrective yaw moment

N Prediction horizon

PB Brake cylinder pressure of each wheel

r Vehicle yaw rate

Re Tire effective radius

t Vehicle half track

vx Vehicle longitudinal speed

vy Vehicle lateral speed

Introduction

To correspond with the increased demand for vehicle safety,
various types of vehicle safety systems have penetrated into
the automotive market over the last two decades (1; 2; 5;
6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14). Among them, electronic
stability control (ESC) has proven itself as one of the
most effective systems that enhance vehicle safety (15).
Consequently, the U.S. government has recently obligated
all new passenger vehicles sold in the United States to be
equipped with the ESC. The ESCs stabilize the vehicle
yaw motions by actuating the differential brakings at the
cost of undesirable longitudinal perturbations. Active front
steering (AFS) systems, which are also promising vehicle
safety systems, have started to be adopted for some passenger
vehicles (16). AFS can modify the front tire road wheel angle
independent of the steering wheel angle to achieve improved
cornering performance and vehicle yaw stability. Although,
AFSs are less effective in stabilizing the vehicles at the limits
of handling comparing to ESCs, they have advantages in the
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fact that they do not perturb vehicle longitudinal dynamics
unlike ESCs.

As a result, because of the potential characteristic of
AFS that can assist ESC to minimize the longitudinal
perturbation to stabilize the vehicles at the limits of handling,
a wide range of studies that coordinates AFS and ESC to
secure the vehicle yaw stability has been introduced in the
literature (16; 3; 4). Although the performances of these
algorithms are satisfactory according to their simulations or
experimental results, they do not appropriately account for
the deteriorations of the performances caused by the lags of
actuators of AFSs or ESCs. Since a vehicle in an unstable
state region can rapidly deviate from its desired trajectory,
even in a short time, small delays or lags of the vehicle safety
systems can lead to fatal vehicle accidents. Model predictive
control (MPC) can be a good candidate to deal with
these actuation lags because the predictive characteristics
of MPC enable earlier actuations to compensate for the
lags of the actuators. There have been several attempts
to apply MPC to ESC, AFS or coordinating ESC and
AFS (17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22). However, these attempts
focus only on minimizing required inputs using predictive
characteristics of MPC or capabilities of MPC that can
effectively process multiple input and output systems. The
vehicle models used for prediction of these MPC algorithms
do not appropriately reflect actuation lags. Therefore, in this
paper, a method to stabilize a vehicle that fully utilizes the
predictive characteristics of MPC by employing the vehicle
model that captures the lags of tire forces and actuators for
ESC and AFS is presented.

Furthermore, unlike MPC-based methods presented in
(17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22), the method to be presented is
designed not to cause a huge computational burden, which is
the primary issue that remains unsolved in commercializing
these MPC-based yaw stability algorithms. This computa-
tional burden mostly originates from the nonlinearities of
the vehicle models and inequality constraints to limit the
states of the vehicle model in certain bounds in the MPC
problem. To avoid these issues, the nonlinear characteristics
of tire forces, such as the friction ellipse effect or the tire
force saturation, are taken into account by linearizing the
tire forces about their operating points while designing the
extended bicycle, which is used as the prediction model of
MPC problem.

To remove the inequality constraints for the state of the
bicycle model, the MPC is designed to track the desired
states instead of restraining them by inequality constraints.
Since the extended bicycle model is linear, the cost function
for the MPC problem can be expressed as a quadratic
function with equality constraints. The optimal solution of
this MPC problem can be easily obtained by matrix inversion
without using complicated numeric solvers.

The computational burden also grows exponentially as
the number of input variables increases. To reduce the
number of input variables, the upper controller based on
the MPC problem calculates the required corrective yaw
moment only. The coordinator determines the values of
the modified steer angle of AFS and brake pressures of
individual wheels to recreate the calculated corrective yaw
moment from the supervisor based on a rule-based algorithm
and an optimization problem.

Figure 1. Flow structure of the entire control system.

Overall Control Architecture

In this section, the overall control architecture and its
intrinsic modular structures to stabilize vehicle lateral motion
are demonstrated. Figure 1 shows the flow structure of
the proposed MPC-based controller which consists of the
supervisor and the coordinator with the estimators and the
sensor signals. By making full use of the readily available
sensor signals of commercial vehicles equipped with AFSs
and ESCs, includingδ f s, the steer angle from the driver’s
input, Δδ f , the modified steer angle by AFS,ωi , the wheel
speeds,Te, the engine torque,Pb,i , the brake pressures,ax,
the longitudinal acceleration,ay, the lateral acceleration, and
r, yaw rate, the estimators are designed to observevx, the
vehicle longitudinal speed,vy, vehicle lateral speed,Fx,i ,
longitudinal tire force,Fy f , front axle lateral tire force,Fyr,
rear axle lateral tire force, andFz,i , vertical load wherei =
1,2,3,4 which correspond to the left-front, right-front, left-
rear, and right-rear wheels, respectively. The tire parameter
identifier and the main controller simultaneously operate
employing these estimated values. In the tire parameter
identifier, the values ofCx, which is the tire longitudinal
stiffness parameter,Cα , which is the tire lateral stiffness
parameter, andμ, which is the tire-road friction coefficient
are identified by the linearized recursive least square method
with the estimated values ofvx, vy, Fx,i , Fy f , Fyr, andFz,i .
The supervisor as an upper-level controller calculates the
corrective yaw momentMz to be exerted on the vehicle
after receiving information about the vehicle state and the
tire parameters. Then, the coordinator optimally distributes
requiredPB,i andΔδ f to recreate the calculatedMz from the
supervisor. For more details about the above estimators and
the tire parameter identifier, (23) and (24) can be referred to,
respectively.

Vehicle Models

For the supervisor whose main algorithm relies on the MPC
scheme, two linear vehicle models are required: the linear
bicycle model for generating the desired yaw rate and the
bicycle model based on linearized tire forces for predicting
the future vehicle behavior. These two vehicle models that
are integrated with the dynamic tire model (26) and the
actuator models expressed as first-order lag functions are
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Figure 2. Schematic of vehicle lateral dynamic model.

developed to capture the lagged characteristics of tire forces
and actuators in the vehicle models.

Bicycle Model with Lagged Dynamics
The bicycle model is a dynamic model which describes the
vehicle lateral dynamics as shown in Fig. 2. The equations
for the vehicle lateral dynamics can be expressed as follows:

mvx(β̇ + r) = Fy f +Fyr (1)

Izṙ = l f Fy f − lrFyr +Mz, (2)

whereIz andmare the vehicle yaw moment of inertia and the
mass, respectively. In (1) and (2),Fy f andFyr are simplified
with the linear tire models as follows:

Fy f = Cf α f (3)

Fyr = Crαr , (4)

where

α f = δ f −

(

β +
l f ∙ r
vx

)

(5)

αr = −β +
lr ∙ r
vx

, (6)

with

δ f = δ f s+Δδ f .

In (3)and (4),α f and αr are the slip angles of the front
and rear tires whileCf andCr indicate the front and rear
cornering stiffnesses, respectively.vx is assumed to be a
constant for a short period of time.

The dynamic tire model developed with first order lag
function in (26) can be expressed as follows:

τl Ḟyf lag +Fyf lag = Fy f (7)

τl Ḟyr lag +Fyr lag = Fyr, (8)

whereFyf lag andFyr lag are the lagged lateral tire force of
the front and rear tires, respectively.τl is the relaxation time
constant defined as

τl =
Cα

Kevx
, (9)

whereKe is the equivalent tire lateral stiffness (26).
The actuators of ESC and AFS, which are hydraulic brake

system and electric motor, respectively, can also be simply
expressed as a first-order lag function (26). SinceMz in (2)
to be exerted to the vehicle is recreated by these actuators,

the lag function ofMz can be modeled as follows:

τ∗Ṁz lag+Mz lag = Mz. (10)

Mz lag is the lagged corrective yaw moment.τ∗ stands for
τb, the time constant of the hydraulic brake model, when
differential braking is applied orτs, the time constant of the
actuator model for AFS, when AFS is activated. By taking
Laplace transforms, the lagged tire forces and the corrective
moment in Laplace domain can be presented as follows:

Fyf lag(s) =
Cf α f (s)
τl s+1

(11)

Fyr lag(s) =
Crαr(s)
τl s+1

(12)

Mz lag(s) =
Mz

τ∗s+1
. (13)

By replacingFy f , Fyr, and Mz with Fyf lag, Fyr lag, and
Mz lag respectively, (1) and (2) can be rewritten as follows:

mvx(β̇ + r) = Fyf lag +Fyr lag (14)

Izṙ = l f Fyf lag− lrFyr lag +Mz lag. (15)

By substituting (11)-(13), (14) and (15) can be reexpressed
in Laplace domain as follows:

mvx(τl s
2β +sβ + r) = Cf α f (s)+Crαr(s) (16)

Iz(τ∗τl s
3r +(τ∗ + τl )s

2r +sr) (17)

= (τ∗s+1)l fCf α f (s)+(τ∗s+1)lrCrαr(s)+(τl s+1)Mz(s).

By taking the inverse Laplace transform and rearranging
the terms, (16) and (17) can be augmented in a state-space
form:

ẋ = Al x+Bl ,δ

[
δ f

δ̇ f

]

+BM

[
Mz

Ṁz

]

, (18)

where

x =
[
β β̇ r ṙ r̈

]T
(19)

andAl , Bl ,δ , andBM are defined in (20).

Tire Model
The bicycle model with the lagged dynamics (18) is valid
only when the lateral tire forces show linear characteristics
since the model is built based on the linear tire models
expressed in (3) and (4). However, AFS and ESCs are
most commonly activated when nonlinear characteristics of
tire forces, such as the friction ellipse effect or tire force
saturation, appear since vehicles tend to loose lateral stability
when the tires generate lateral forces close to their frictional
limits.

Therefore, the following longitudinal and lateral combined
brushed tire model (26; 27) that can adequately describe
the tires’ nonlinear characteristics is adopted to develop the
supervisor controller.

Fx,i =
Cx

(
κi

1+κi

)

fi
Fi (21)
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−
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−
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0
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1

τl τ∗Iz
1

τl Iz









(20)

Figure 3. Linearization of tire force

Fy,i = −
Cα

(
tanαi
1+κi

)

fi
Fi , (22)

where

Fi =

{
fi − 1

3μFz,i
f 2
i + 1

27μ2F2
z,i

f 3
i if fi ≤ 3μFz,i

μFz,i else

fi =

√

C2
x

(
κi

1+κi

)2

+C2
α

(
tanαi

1+κi

)2

κi =
Re,iωi −vxt,i

vxt,i
(23)







α1

α2

α3

α4





=







δ f

δ f

0
0





− tan−1









vy+l f r
vx

vy+l f r
vx

vy−lr r
vx

vy−lr r
vx









. (24)

In (21) and (22),κi andαi respectively denote the slip ratio
and the slip angle of theith wheel as defined in (23) and (24),
ωi the wheel speed,Re the effective radius, andvt,i the speed
of a vehicle at the tire position.

Bicycle Model with Linearized Tire Forces
As explained in the previous section, when vehicles loose
their lateral stabilities at the limit of handling, adequate
lateral tire forces are not generated due to their tire force

saturations. When ESC or AFS is activated to stabilize the
vehicle, it is most likely that tire forces show nonlinear
characteristics.

However, the linear bicycle model (18) is valid only when
the lateral tire forces show linearities as the slip angles
increase. To extend the usage of the linear bicycle model
(18) to the case when tire forces grow nonlinearly along
with increasing slip angles, the linear tire models (3) and (4)
that are used to construct the bicycle model (18) are newly
defined as follows:

Fy f = Cf 0α f +Fy f0 (25)

Fyr = Cr0αr +Fyr0. (26)

These models are obtained by linearizing the longitudinal
and lateral combined brushed tire model (21) and (22) at
the currentFz,i , αi , and κi . In (25) and (26),Cf 0 andCr0

denote the gradients of the lateral tire curves at the current
linearizing points whileFy f0 and Fyr0 indicate the residual
lateral forces,as depicted in Fig.3.

Since the parameters of tire model (21) and (22), i.e.,
Cx, Cα , andμ are identified in real time using the method
introduced in (24), the values ofCf 0 , Cr0, Fy f0, andFr0 are
updated at each time step to reflect the change of surface
conditions and the nonlinear characteristics of tire forces
while operating the suggested controller.

Instead of (3) and (4), (25) and (26) are substituted into (7)
and (8). Due to the additional terms,Fy f0 andFr0 in (25) and
(26),Eadd is added to (18) and reexpressed as follows:

ẋ = Ax+Bδ

[
δ f

δ̇ f

]

+BM

[
Mz

Ṁz

]

+Eadd, (27)

where

Eadd =
[

0
F0 f +F0r

τl mvx
0 0

l f F0 f −lr F0r

τl τ∗Iz

]T
.

A andBδ are obtained fromAl andBl ,δ after replacingCf

andCr in Al andBl ,δ by Cf 0 andCr0, respectively.

Development of Supervisor

In the previous sections, the vehicle models that are required
to form the MPC problem were developed. In this section,
utilizing these vehicle models, the MPC problem that can
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generate the optimal corrective yaw moment to be applied
to the vehicle to track reference states is illustrated. The
methods of generating the reference states and coordinating
AFS and ESC which are dependent on a rule-based
algorithm, are also presented.

MPC Formulation
A model predictive controller finds a set of optimal inputs,
that minimize the cost function while satisfying input
constraints over a specified prediction time horizon, and
apply only the first input in the sequence of the optimal
inputs to the system at each time step. First, to form an MPC
problem, the bicycle model with linearized tire forces (27) is
discretized using a zero-order hold as follows:

xk+1 = Adxk +BM,d

[
uk

uk−uk−1
ts

]

+Ek, (28)

where

Ek = Bδ ,k

[
δ f + ts ∙k ∙ δ̇ f

δ̇ f

]

+Eadd,d, uk = Mz,k.

The subscriptd denotes that the correspond time-invariant
matrices are discretized andk denotes that the corresponding
discretized matrices are at thekth step in discrete time.
The terms inEk, including δ f , are set to be constants for
the prediction time span while developing (28). The cost
function of MPC with equality constraints in a quadratic
form is defined as follows:

J(x(0),U) =
N−1

∑
k=0

(xk−xr,k)
TQ(xk−xr,k) ∙ ∙ ∙ (29)

+(uk−ur,k)
TR(uk−ur,k)+(xN −xr,N)TP(xN −xr,N)

subj. to xk+1 = Adxk +BM,d

[
uk

uk−uk−1
ts

]

+Ek,

(30)

where
U = [u0, ...uN−1]

′

with Q, P, and R, which are the weighting matrices with
corresponding dimensions.xr and ur refer to the reference
state and the reference corrective yaw moment, respectively.
The method of generatingxr andur are to be presented in the
next subsections.

Closed Form Solution for MPC

Since the bicycle model (18) with the linearized tire model is
linear, inequality constraints in the quadratic cost function
(29) are omitted, and the MPC controller is designed for
the vehicle to follow the reference states with the reference
inputs, the closed form solution of the MPC problem can
be acquired without using numerical solvers. The terms with
constant values, which do not affect the value of the optimal
solution, can be removed from (29) and it can be rewritten as

J(x(0),U) =
N−1
∑

k=0
xk

′Qxk−2xr,k
TQxk−xk

TQxr,k ∙ ∙ ∙

+uk
TRuk−2ur,k

TRuk +xN
TPxN −2xr,N

TPxN.
(31)

The equality constraints in (30) can be explicitly rewritten
with all future statesx1,x2, . . .xN and the future inputs
u0,u1, . . .uN−1:











x(0)
x1
...
...

xN











︸ ︷︷ ︸
X

=











I
Ad
...
...

Ad
N











︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sx

x(0) ∙ ∙ ∙ (32)

+











0 . . . . . . 0
B1 0 . . . 0

[AdB1 +B2]
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Ad
N−2[AB1 +B2] . . . . . . B1











︸ ︷︷ ︸
Su









u0
...
...

uN−1









︸ ︷︷ ︸
U

∙ ∙ ∙+










0
E1

AdE1 +E2
...

Ad
N−1E1 + . . .+EN−1










︸ ︷︷ ︸
Se

,

where

B1 = BM1 +
BM2

ts

B2 = −
BM2

ts
BM,d =

[
BM1 BM2

]
.

Since all future states are explicit functions of the present
statex(0) and the future and current inputs,u0,u1, . . .uN−1,
(32) can be expressed as follows:

X = Sxx(0)+SuU +Se. (33)

Using X as shown in (32), the cost function (31) can be
rewritten as follows:

J(x(0),U) = X′Q̄X+U ′R̄U+TX+Tu, (34)

where

R̄ = blockdiag{R, . . . ,R}

Q̄ = blockdiag{Q, . . . ,Q,P}

T = −2X′
r Q̄

Tu = −2U ′
r R̄

with

Xr = [xr,0, . . .xr,N]T

Ur = [ur,0, . . .ur,N−1]
T

By substituting (33) into (34), the cost function (34) can
be rewritten as follows:

J(x(0),U) = (Sxx(0)+SuU +Se)TQ̄(Sxx(0)+SuU +Se)
∙ ∙ ∙+UTR̄U+T(Sxx(0)+SuU +Se)+Tu.

(35)
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By dropping the terms with constant values and
rearranging, the cost function (35) can be modified:

J(x(0),U) = UT(SuTQ̄Su + R̄)U ∙ ∙ ∙
+[2x(0)T(SxTQ̄Su)+2SeTQ̄Su +TSu +Tu]U.

(36)

Since (36) has a form of positive definite quadratic
function of U , its minimum can easily be obtained by
differentiating (36) with respect toU and findingU∗ that
set it to zero. The optimal inputsU∗ with the given and the
reference states are obtained as follows:

U∗(x(0),T,Tu) = −1
2(SuTQ̄Su + R̄)−1[2x(0)T(SxTQ̄Su) ∙ ∙ ∙

+2SeTQ̄Su +TSu +Tu]T .
(37)

The MPC scheme finds the optimal solutionU∗ at
each time step. However, only the current step input is
utilized, and the remaining future inputs are discarded. The
corrective yaw moment is applied to the vehicle by allocating
differential brake forces to the wheels and modifying the
front steer angle with AFS. The method of allocating
differential brake forces and modifying the front steer angle
for the given corrective yaw moment is introduced in the next
section.

Generation of Reference Yaw Rates
The generation of reference yaw rates that the vehicle is to
track is carefully carried out since the reference yaw rates
have to reflect the driver’s intention without exceeding the
physical limits of the vehicle on a given surface. TheN,
the prediction horizon, number of reference yaw rates are
generated using the bicycle model (18) with the following
inputs:

δ f ,k = δ f (0)+k ∙ ts ∙ δ̇ f (0)

δ̇ f ,k = δ̇ f (0)

Mz,k = 0.

However, since the bicycle model (18) does not reflect the
physical limits of the tire forces, the absolute values of the
reference yaw rates need to be truncated by appropriate upper
bounds. The absolute values of the reference yaw rates have
to satisfy the following inequality condition:

|rr,n| ≤

∣
∣
∣
∣
(Fyf max+Fyr max)

mvx

∣
∣
∣
∣ , (38)

where rr,n denotes the reference yaw rate at thenth time
step andFyf max andFyr max represent the maximum lateral
front and rear axle forces, respectively.Fyf max andFyr max

can be obtained using the tire model (21) and (22). Since
Fyf max andFyr max are dependent onμ andκi , rr,n can be
appropriately restrained based on the surface conditions and
the friction ellipse effect.

Operational Principal for Supervisor
The primary coordination of ESC and AFS is performed in
the supervisor based on a rule-based algorithm presented in
Alg. 1. This algorithm determines the values ofτ∗ , Q, and
P and whetherβr has to be tracked or not in formulating the
MPC problem to generateMz. In Alg. 1, α f ,p andαr,p are the
peak front and rear slip angles that correspond withFyf max

Algorithm 1 Operational principal for supervisor

if |α f | < |α f ,p| and|αr | < |αr,p| then

τ∗ = τs

Q & P = G ∙diag[0,0,1,0,0]

Calulation ofMz using MPC withrd

if |Mz| > |Mz max,s| then

Mz = Mz−Mz max,s

Δδ f = α f ,p−α f

. AFS generatesMz max,s while ESC createsMz

else

Mz = 0

Calculation ofΔδ f corresponding withMz

. AFS solely generatesMz while ESC is deactivated

end if

else

τ∗ = τb

Q & P = G ∙diag[5,0,1,0,0]

Calulation ofMz using MPC withrr , βr , andMz r

if |α f | > |α f ,p| then

Δδ f = α f ,p−α f

end if

end if

and Fyr max, respectively,Mz max,s the maximum corrective
yaw moment that can be generated by AFS,G a constant
gain whose value is 1.5×108. As suggested in Alg. 1, before
Fy f or Fyr are saturated,i.e. |α f |< |α f ,p| and|αr |< |αr,p|, the
MPC problem is formulated to generateMz with τ∗ = τs and
Q & P = G ∙ diag[0,0,1,0,0]. When|Mz| < |Mz max,s|, AFS
solely operates to recreate the generatedMz from the MPC
problem to control the vehicle to follow onlyrd as follows:

Mz = l f ∙ΔFy f (Δδ f ), (39)

whereΔFy f (Δδ f ) is the modified front lateral force, which is
a function ofΔδ f , by the AFS. Once|Mz| becomes larger
than |Mz max,s|, AFS is controlled to generateMz max,s by
letting Δδ f = α f ,p−α f while ESC is activated to generate
Mz−Mz max,s. WhenFy f or Fyr is saturated,i.e. |α f | > |α f ,p|
or |αr | > |αr,p| , ESC and AFS cooperate to control the
vehicle to follow not onlyrr but also the reference side slip
angle,βr with reference corrective yaw moment,Mz r. Either
the vehicle oversteers or understeers when|α f | > |α f ,p|,
AFS always controlα f not to exceedα f ,p. The methods
of generaingβr and Mz r are illustrated in the following
subsections.

Generations of βr and Mz r for Understeering
Vehicle
As seen in the first figure of Fig. 4a, whenFy f is saturated
first, i.e. the vehicle understeers, ESC is activated to enlarge
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Figure 4. Procedures of coordinating ESC and AFS. (a)
Understeering. (b) Oversteering.

the absolute value ofβ to increase the absolute value ofαr

which is followed by increasingFyr. To turn a vehicle at a
steady state, the sum of the front and rear lateral forces have
to be equal to the centrifugal force that is exerted on the mass
center of gravity of the vehicle. Since the centrifugal force
can be expressed asmvxr, the required rear lateral force,
Fyf re, to turn the vehicle to trackrr at a steady state can be
expressed as follows:

Fyr re = mvxrr −Fyf max. (40)

The value ofαr that corresponds withFyr re is the value of
the desired rear side slip angle,αr,d. βd can be obtained as
follows:

βr = αr,r +
lr ∙ rr

vx
.

Sinceβ affects bothα f andαr according to (5) and (6),
α f moves toα f ,e with βd, as seen in the second figure of Fig.
4a. Sinceα f becomes unnecessarily large, AFS is activated
to keepα f nearα f ,p as follows:

Δδ f = α f ,p−α f .

At the state indicated by the first figure of Fig. 4a, the
vehicle understeers at a steady state when the yaw moment
balance is maintained,i.e. , ṙ = 0. Due to the activation of
ESC, Fyr grows to Fyrr e. Consequently, the yaw moment
balance is not kept at the state indicated by the second figure
of Fig. 4a. To balance it again, reference corrective yaw
momentMz d is defined as follows:

Mz r = −l f Fy f + lrFyr re.

Generations of βr and Mz r For Oversteering
Vehicle
At the state seen in the first figure of Fig. 4b, the yaw
moment balance of the vehicle is kept with the saturatedFyr.
When there is an additional steering input from the driver,
instability of the vehicle can be caused due to the broken
moment balance asFy f grows. ESC initiates to keep the
moment balance by generatingMz, althoughFy f continues
growing up toFyf max. The reference corrective yaw moment
in this case is defined as follows:

Mz r = −l f Fyf re + lrFyr,

where

Fyf re = mvxrr −Fyr max.

When the vehicle oversteers, AFS starts to operate when
α f > α f ,p to keepα f nearα f ,p as follows:

Δδ f = α f ,p−α f .

βd is generated to keepαr nearαr,p as follows:

βr = αr,p +
lr ∙ rr

vx
.

Coordinator for Optimal Distribution of
Brake Forces

The coordinator that optimally distributes the brake forces to
recreate the corrective yaw moment,Mz from the supervisor
is built based on the coordinator that is introduced in (25).

The values of corrective yaw moments when exerting
brake forces on the front,Mz f and on the rear,Mzr can be
expressed as follows:

Mz f = sinδ f ∙ l f ∙ΔFy f +cosδ f ∙ t ∙ΔFx f

Mzr = t ∙ΔFxr − lr ∙ΔFyr.

ΔFx∗ andΔFy∗ are the variations of the longitudinal force and
the lateral force, respectively, when applying brake forces on
the front or on the rear wheel.ΔFy∗ at the currentαi with
the varyingκi can be calculated using the tire model (21)
and (22). For optimal distribution of the brake forces, a cost
function is defined as follows:

JM(ΔFx f ,ΔFxr) = |ΔFx f |+ |ΔFxr| (41)

subj. to Mz = Mz f +Mzr. (42)

Newton-Raphson method can obtain the optimal solution,
ΔFx f

∗ andΔFxr
∗, that minimizes the cost function (41) while

satisfying the equality constraint (42) at each time step. The
brake pressure, which can createΔFx f

∗ andΔFxr
∗ at the given

slip angle and slip ratio are calculated using the following
equations:

PB∗ =
ΔFx∗

∗

KB∗
, (43)

where PB∗ and KB∗ denote the required cylinder brake
pressure and the brake gain of the corresponding wheel,
respectively.
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Figure 5. Vehicle maneuver on a high-μ surface (μ = 0.85)

Simulation Results and Discussion

The performance of the proposed MPC-based algorithm that
coordinates ESC and AFS was evaluated by simulations
using the front wheel driving D-class sedan model in Carsim
software.

Simulation on a high-μ surface

In the first simulation, with the vehicle maneuver shown
in Fig. 5, whose results are presented in Figs. 6-7, the
verification of the proposed algorithm was carried out in a
simulation environment on a high-μ surface withμ = 0.85.
The open loop slalom test with a 4 [deg] maximum front
steer angle was performed to recreate the harsh simulation
scenario. The proposed method successfully tracked the
desired yaw rate while limiting the absolute value ofβ within
certain boundary, as presented in the first and third plots in
Fig. 6. As indicated in the second plot of Fig. 6, the dotted
green line indicatesMz and the blue solid line represents
the value of the corrective moment recreated by differential
braking. The values ofβr are generated at each time step as
in the fourth plot of Fig. 6. When AFS and ESC cooperate, a
considerable amount ofMz can be recreated by AFS. When
AFS cannot solely generateMz, the yaw moment from the
differential braking begins to be exerted. The fifth plot in Fig.
6 shows that the AFS successfully controls the front steer
angle so that the value ofα f was kept nearα f ,p to generate
Fyf max at the limit of handling. Sinceβr is also tracked to
make full use of the physical capacity ofFyr, the value ofαr

also closely approaches to the value ofαr,p. The values of
PB from the coordinator are plotted in the last plot of Fig. 6.
As seen in the tire force curves presented in Fig.7,Fy f and
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Figure 6. Control inputs and vehicle states on a high-μ surface
(μ = 0.85)

Fyr are bounded to have their maximum values. The steering
input from the driver and its sum with modified steer angle
from AFS is shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 8. Vehicle maneuver on a low-μ surface (μ = 0.3)

Simulation on a low-μ surface

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method on
a low-μ surface, the simulation with the maneuver shown
in Fig. 8 was performed on a low-μ surface with μ =
0.3. Although the majority of the requiredMz is recreated
by differential braking on a low-μ surface, AFS can still
generate someMz and control the front steer angle to keep
α f nearα f ,p at the limit of handling as seen in the second
and fifth plots of Fig. 9. The proposed method successfully
follows the desired yaw rate while keeping the absolute value
of β within a certain boundary, as presented in the first and
third plots in Fig. 9. The values ofβr are generated at each
time step, as in the fourth plot of Fig. 9. As seen in the
fifth plot of Fig. 9, when excessive front steer input from the
driver is detected, AFS works to compensate the steer input.
The values ofPB from the coordinator are plotted in the last
plot of Fig. 9. As seen in Fig. 10, the lateral tire forces are
generated close to their saturated values to turn the vehicle to
its limit.
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Figure 9. Control inputs and vehicle states on a low-μ surface
(μ = 0.3)

Comparison with lead compensator

By accounting for the lagged model of the actuator as shown
in (13) in the prediction model, the supervisor can initiate
early actuations to compensate the lagged characteristic of
the actuator. It is worthwhile to compare this with a lead
compensator since a lead compensator also enables the
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Figure 10. Tire force curves on a low-μ surface (μ = 0.3)

Figure 11. Comparison with a lead compensator.

early actuation to minimize the deterioration of the control
performance due to the late actuations. As seen in Fig. 11, the
yaw rate from the vehicle controlled by the lead compensator
has a larger deviation from the desired trajectory than that of
the proposed method that initiate the early actuations based
on models. The absolute value of the exerted moment to
the vehicle from the lead compensator is also larger than
the proposed method. The exerted moment from the lead
compensator has some oscillations that even worsen the
ride and handling performances of the vehicle. To conclude,
by simply lead compensating the control input, the desired
performance that is achieved by using MPC scheme is not
guaranteed.

Conclusion

A novel method of coordinating ESC and AFS based on
MPC has been developed and investigated in Carsim sim-
ulation environment. The proposed algorithm distinguishes
itself from the previously reported methods by the following
features: 1) it can reflect the lagged characteristics of lateral
tire forces and actuators on the prediction model in the MPC
formulation to better predict the vehicle behaviour; 2) it
generates the desired values of side slip angle and corrective
yaw moment to maintain the vehicle yaw stability while
driving the vehicle as the driver intends; 3) a closed-form
solution for the MPC problem with a reference state and
inputs is obtained without requiring iterations of numeric

solvers and 4) it optimally allocates the modified front steer
angle and the brake forces considering the friction ellipse
effect with the current vehicle state and vertical loads. The
simulation results of the suggested algorithm show that
the suggested method can control the vehicle to track the
reference states with minimum control inputs both on a high-
and low-μ surfaces.
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